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(54) METHOD AND ELECTRONIC DEVICE FOR VIRTUAL HANDWRITTEN INPUT

(57) The embodiments of the present invention pro-
vide a method and an electronic apparatus for realizing
virtual handwriting input. The method for realizing virtual
handwriting input includes: obtaining, by an electronic
apparatus, position coordinates of a handwriting appa-
ratus in a virtual handwriting area through monitoring in
a real-time manner, where the virtual handwriting area
is an area in which a distance-measuring detector in the
electronic apparatus may perform effective distance
measurement; obtaining a track formed by the position

coordinates, and obtaining a handwriting track of an en-
tire handwriting input process when it is detected that the
current handwriting input ends; and identifying a charac-
ter corresponding to the obtained handwriting track and
displaying the identified character. With the method and
the electronic apparatus for realizing virtual handwriting
input provided in the embodiments of the present inven-
tion, handwriting input may be realized simply and con-
veniently and handwriting input may be realized may be
implemented with a low cost.
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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present invention relates to the field of vir-
tual handwriting input technologies, and in particular, to
a method and an electronic apparatus for realizing virtual
handwriting input.

BACKGROUND

[0002] At present, there are mainly two kinds of char-
acter input manners for mobile phones, palmtop comput-
ers, and the like, that is, handwriting input and keyboard
input.
[0003] Most existing handwriting input technologies
are implemented by setting a type of a touch screen such
as a resistance type or a capacitance type, and an im-
plementation process is that: a touch position of a user
is detected through a resistance or capacitance variation;
after the touch position is received, touch information is
sent to a touch screen controller; after the touch screen
controller receives the touch information, the touch
screen controller converts the touch information into
touch point coordinates and then sends the coordinates
to a CPU; and the CPU executes a corresponding char-
acter identifying operation.
[0004] However, because in the foregoing handwriting
inputting technologies for a touch screen, a resistance
or capacitance variation needs to be detected to deter-
mine position coordinates, the touch screen needs to be
made of dedicated materials. For example, a resistance-
type touch screen is a four-layer composite glass screen,
an inner surface and inter-layer of the touch screen are
both coated with a layer of ITO, and an outermost layer
is a thin silica glass protection layer, so that an existing
touch screen has defects that a cost of is high, a tech-
nique is complicated, and it is more likely to be scraped
and damaged. Meanwhile, a problem that the touch
screen does not respond occurs when position coordi-
nates are determined by detecting a resistance or capac-
itance variation, and if the problem that the touch screen
does not respond is solved by improving sensitivity, the
cost of the touch screen is further increased.

SUMMARY

[0005] A technical problem to be solved in embodi-
ments of the present invention is to provide a method
and an electronic apparatus for realizing virtual handwrit-
ing input, so that handwriting input may be realized simply
and conveniently and handwriting input may be realized
with a low cost.
[0006] To solve the foregoing technical problem, an
embodiment of the present invention provides a method
for realizing virtual handwriting input, including:

obtaining, by an electronic apparatus, position coor-

dinates of a handwriting apparatus in a virtual hand-
writing area through monitoring in a real-time man-
ner, where the virtual handwriting area is an area in
which a distance-measuring detector in the electron-
ic apparatus may perform effective distance meas-
urement;
obtaining a track formed by the position coordinates,
and obtaining a handwriting track of an entire hand-
writing input process when it is detected that the cur-
rent handwriting input ends; and
identifying a character corresponding to the obtained
handwriting track and displaying the identified char-
acter.

[0007] Accordingly, an embodiment of the present in-
vention further discloses an electronic apparatus for re-
alizing virtual handwriting input, including:

a distance-measuring detector, configured to detect
a value of a distance between a handwriting appa-
ratus and the distance-measuring detector;
a position coordinate obtaining module, configured
to obtain position coordinates of the handwriting ap-
paratus in a virtual handwriting area through calcu-
lation according to the value of the distance, where
the virtual handwriting area is an area in which the
distance-measuring detector may perform effective
distance measurement;
a handwriting track generating module, configured
to obtain a track formed by the position coordinates
obtained by the position coordinate obtaining mod-
ule, and obtain a handwriting track of an entire hand-
writing input process when it is detected that the cur-
rent handwriting input ends;
an identifying module, configured to identify a char-
acter corresponding to the handwriting track ob-
tained by the handwriting track generating module;
and
a displaying module, configured to display the char-
acter identified by the identifying module.

[0008] Implementation of the embodiments of the
present invention has the following beneficial effects.
[0009] A distance-measuring detector obtains a value
of a distance between the distance-measuring detector
and a writing apparatus, such as a user’s finger or a hand-
writing pen, in a virtual handwriting area through detec-
tion; position coordinates of the handwriting apparatus
in the virtual handwriting area are obtained through cal-
culation according to the value of the distance and a
handwriting track is obtained; and a character corre-
sponding to the handwriting track is identified to obtain
a character input by the user for this time in the virtual
handwriting area, so that handwriting input is realized
conveniently and simply. Meanwhile, a distance-meas-
uring detector with a low cost is used to replace a touch
screen that is made of dedicated materials through a
complicate technique to realize the virtual handwriting
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area, so that an implementation manner of the virtual
handwriting area is simpler, thereby further saving a cost.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[0010] To describe the technical solutions in the em-
bodiments of the present invention or in the prior art more
clearly, the following briefly introduces the accompanying
drawings required for describing the embodiments or the
prior art. Apparently, the accompanying drawings in the
following description show only some embodiments of
the present invention, and persons of ordinary skill in the
art may still derive other drawings from these accompa-
nying drawings without creative efforts.

FIG. 1 is a structural composition schematic diagram
of an electronic apparatus for realizing virtual hand-
writing input according to a first embodiment of the
present invention;
FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram of position coordinates
obtained by the electronic apparatus shown in FIG.
1;
FIG. 3 is a structural composition schematic diagram
of an electronic apparatus for realizing virtual hand-
writing input according to a second embodiment of
the present invention;
FIG. 4 is a schematic diagram of a using effect that
the electronic apparatus shown in FIG. 3 is applied
in a mobile phone;
FIG. 5 is a flowchart of a method for realizing virtual
handwriting input according to a first embodiment of
the present invention; and
FIG. 6 is a flowchart of a method for realizing virtual
handwriting input according to a second embodi-
ment of the present invention.

DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS

[0011] The following clearly and completely describes
the technical solutions in the embodiments of the present
invention with reference to the accompanying drawings
in the embodiments of the present invention. Apparently,
the embodiments to be described are only a part rather
than all of the embodiments of the present invention. All
other embodiments obtained by persons of ordinary skill
in the art based on the embodiments of the present in-
vention without creative efforts shall fall within the pro-
tection scope of the present invention.
[0012] The present invention may be applied to devic-
es such as mobiles phones, palmtop computers, and
notebook computers. In the present invention, first a dis-
tance-measuring detector generates a virtual handwrit-
ing area on the surface of a desk or other objects, where
the virtual handwriting area is an area in which a disposed
distance-measuring detector may perform effective dis-
tance measurement. If a user uses a finger, a pen, or the
like as a handwriting apparatus to move in the virtual
handwriting area, in the present invention, position coor-

dinates of the handwriting apparatus in the virtual hand-
writing area are obtained through monitoring in a real-
time manner and then a handwriting track is obtained. At
last, a character represented by the handwriting track is
identified.
[0013] FIG. 1 is a structural composition schematic di-
agram of an electronic apparatus capable of realizing
virtual handwriting input according to an embodiment of
the present invention. The electronic apparatus in this
embodiment may be used independently by connecting
to a device such as a mobile phone, a palmtop computer,
or a notebook computer in a wired manner or a wireless
manner such as Bluetooth, and may also be built in a
device such as a mobile phone, a palmtop computer, or
a notebook computer. The electronic apparatus includes
a distance-measuring detector 1, a position coordinate
obtaining module 2, a handwriting track generating mod-
ule 3, an identifying module 4, and a displaying module 5.
[0014] The distance-measuring detector 1 is config-
ured to detect a value of a distance from an object within
a certain range, such as a finger or a pen serving as a
handwriting apparatus, to the distance-measuring detec-
tor 1. The detecting range may be a three-dimensional
area, and may also be a two-dimensional plane area. In
this embodiment, a two-dimensional plane area is taken
as an example for description, that is, the two-dimension-
al plane area is a virtual handwriting area.
[0015] When a user uses a handwriting apparatus to
enter the area and move in the virtual handwriting area,
the distance-measuring detector 1 is capable of obtaining
a value of a distance from the handwriting apparatus to
the distance-measuring detector 1 in the virtual handwrit-
ing area through detection in a real-time manner. The
distance-measuring detector 1 may include a first dis-
tance-measuring detector and a second distance-meas-
uring detector, configured to detect values of distances
of the handwriting apparatus at different positions, so that
the position coordinate obtaining module 2 obtains posi-
tion coordinates of the handwriting apparatus in the vir-
tual handwriting area through calculation.
[0016] The first distance-measuring detector and the
second distance-measuring detector in this embodiment
are disposed on the right side of a mobile phone, and the
virtual handwriting area is a range area in which the first
distance-measuring detector and the second distance-
measuring detector may perform effective distance de-
tection in a two-dimensional plane where the mobile
phone plane is located, specifically as shown in FIG. 2.
Definitely, the first distance-measuring detector and the
second distance-measuring detector may also be dis-
posed at other positions of the mobile phone, but it is
required that the first distance-measuring detector and
the second distance-measuring detector can both detect
a value of a distance of the handwriting apparatus at the
same time.
[0017] In addition, a color light illumination manner may
also be set to display the virtual handwriting area to a
user, so that it is convenient for the user to perform writ-
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ing.
[0018] The position coordinate obtaining module 2 is
configured to obtain the position coordinates of the hand-
writing apparatus in the virtual handwriting area through
calculation.
[0019] Specifically, the first distance-measuring detec-
tor detects a distance between the first distance-meas-
uring detector and the handwriting apparatus in the virtual
handwriting area to obtain a first distance value; the sec-
ond distance-measuring detector detects a distance be-
tween the second distance-measuring detector and the
handwriting apparatus in the virtual handwriting area to
obtain a second distance value; and the position coordi-
nate obtaining module 2 obtains the position coordinates
of the handwriting apparatus in the virtual handwriting
area through calculation according to the first distance
value, the second distance value, and a preset value of
a distance between the first distance-measuring detector
and the second distance-measuring detector.
[0020] For example, FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram of
position coordinates obtained by the electronic appara-
tus shown in FIG. 1, a connecting line between the two
distance-measuring detectors serves as a Y-axis, one of
the distance-measuring detectors serves as an origin,
and perpendicular to the Y-axis and passes through the
origin serves as an X-axis. As shown in the figure, it is
assumed that a handwriting apparatus A is currently lo-
cated at a position of coordinates (X, Y), the distance
between the first distance-measuring detector and the
handwriting apparatus in the virtual handwriting area ob-
tained by the first distance-measuring detector is a first
distance value L1, the distance between the second dis-
tance-measuring detector and the handwriting apparatus
in the virtual handwriting area obtained by the second
distance-measuring detector is a second distance value
L2, and the distance between the first distance-measur-
ing detector and the second distance-measuring detector
is a distance value L3, where the distance value L3 has
been determined before handwriting input by a user (or
has been determined when leaving the factory) and is
preset in the position coordinate obtaining module 2 of
the electronic apparatus. The position coordinate obtain-
ing module 2 may obtain, according to the L1, the L2,
and the L3, and in combination with a related triangle
calculation formula, position coordinates of the handwrit-
ing apparatus in the virtual handwriting area at different
time points during a process that a user uses the hand-
writing apparatus to perform writing.
[0021] Definitely, the connecting line between the two
distance-measuring detectors may serve as a Y-axis,
and the perpendicular bisector of the connecting line be-
tween the two distance-measuring detectors may serve
as an X-axis to establish a coordinate system. In The
embodiment of the present invention, establishment of a
coordinate system is not limited.
[0022] The handwriting track generating module 3 is
configured to obtain a track formed by the position coor-
dinates obtained by the position coordinate obtaining

module 2, and obtain a handwriting track of an entire
handwriting input process when it is detected that the
current handwriting input ends.
[0023] Specifically, the handwriting track generating
module 3 may connect continuous position coordinates
obtained by the position coordinate obtaining module 2
and generate, in a real-time manner, a track written by a
user through the handwriting apparatus. When the posi-
tion coordinate obtaining module 2 is incapable of de-
tecting new position coordinates, which results in discon-
tinuity of position coordinates, for example, after the user
finishes a first stroke of a certain character and starts to
write a next stroke of the character, the handwriting track
generating module 3 records a track that has already
been generated and the recorded track is displayed by
the displaying module 5. When the position coordinate
obtaining module 2 obtains continuous position coordi-
nates again, the handwriting track generating module 3
executes the foregoing step repeatedly until the hand-
writing input for this time ends. After it is determined that
the input for this time ends, one or multiple tracks record-
ed by the handwriting track generating module 3 form a
handwriting track of the handwriting input for this time.
[0024] A manner for the handwriting track generating
module 3 to obtain a handwriting track may also be: The
handwriting track generating module 3 may connect,
when a preset time interval such as 0.1s arrives, all po-
sition coordinates obtained by the position coordinate ob-
taining module 2 within the 0.1s to generate a handwriting
track written by a user by using the handwriting apparatus
within the 0.1s, and may further notify the displaying mod-
ule 5 to synchronously display the track within the 0.1s.
When the user continuously moves the handwriting ap-
paratus to perform writing, the handwriting track gener-
ating module 3 continues, according to position coordi-
nates obtained by the position coordinate obtaining mod-
ule 2, to generate handwriting tracks within multiple time
intervals of 0.1s, and the handwriting tracks may be con-
tinuously displayed by the displaying module 5 to the
user for check until it is detected that the current hand-
writing input ends. When the handwriting input ends, the
obtained and displayed tracks within the plurality of time
intervals of 0.1s are combined to form a handwriting track
of the handwriting for this time.
[0025] The manner for the handwriting track generat-
ing module 3 to obtain a handwriting track may also be:
Set a first time threshold and a second time threshold,
where the second time threshold is greater than the first
time threshold. The handwriting track generating module
3 connects multiple position coordinates obtained by the
position coordinate obtaining module 2 to real-timely gen-
erate and record a handwriting track written by a user by
using the handwriting apparatus. When a time interval
from a moment that the position coordinate obtaining
module 2 cannot obtain position coordinates to a moment
that the position coordinate obtaining module 2 obtains
new position coordinates does not reach the first time
threshold, the handwriting track generating module 3
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continues to generate and record a new track; and when
the time interval from the moment that the position coor-
dinate obtaining module 2 cannot obtain position coordi-
nates to the moment that the position coordinate obtain-
ing module 2 obtains new position coordinates reaches
the second time threshold, the handwriting track gener-
ating module 3 determines that the handwriting input
ends. One or multiple tracks recorded by the handwriting
track generating module 3 form a handwriting track.
[0026] Manners for the handwriting track generating
module 3 to detect and determine whether the handwrit-
ing for this time ends are multiple. For example, it is de-
tected that the position coordinate obtaining module 2
cannot continuously obtain position coordinates of the
handwriting apparatus in the virtual handwriting area for
3s; or for example, the user has determined, through an
operation such as key-pressing, that the handwriting in-
put for this time ends.
[0027] The identifying module 4 is configured to identify
a character corresponding to the handwriting track ob-
tained by the handwriting track generating module 3.
[0028] After the handwriting track generating module
3 obtains an entire handwriting track, the identifying mod-
ule 4 obtains the entire handwriting track by using an
existing character identifying algorithm; or searches,
through the handwriting track, a locally stored character
data base for a character matching the handwriting track,
and uses the character as the character corresponding
to the handwriting track.
[0029] The displaying module 5 is configured to display
the character identified by the identifying module 4.
[0030] The identifying module 4 may accurately iden-
tify and obtain a character corresponding to the hand-
writing track, and uses the character as a character writ-
ten by the user for this time, and the character is displayed
through the displaying module 5 in a corresponding po-
sition, for example, in a text message. Definitely, the iden-
tifying module 4 may also use a related-identification
manner to identify multiple characters that match and are
related to the handwriting track, then the plurality of char-
acters are displayed by the displaying module 5 in a char-
acter displaying area for the user to select a required
character, and at last, the displaying module 5 displays
the character selected by the user in a corresponding
position, for example, in a text message.
[0031] Implementation of the embodiment of the
present invention has the following beneficial effects.
[0032] A distance-measuring detector obtains a value
of a distance between the distance-measuring detector
and a writing apparatus, such as a user’s finger or a hand-
writing pen, in a virtual handwriting area through detec-
tion, position coordinates of the handwriting apparatus
in the virtual handwriting area are obtained through cal-
culation according to the value of the distance and a
handwriting track is obtained; and a character corre-
sponding to the handwriting track is identified to obtain
a character input by the user for this time in the virtual
handwriting area, so that handwriting input is realized

conveniently and simply. Meanwhile, a distance-meas-
uring detector with a low cost is used to replace a touch
screen that is made of dedicated materials through a
complicate technique to realize the virtual handwriting
area, so that an implementation manner of the virtual
handwriting area is simpler, thereby further saving a cost.
[0033] Further, FIG. 3 is a structural composition sche-
matic diagram of an electronic apparatus capable of re-
alizing virtual handwriting input according a second em-
bodiment of the present invention. The electronic appa-
ratus in this embodiment is built in a mobile phone and
the electronic apparatus includes the distance-measur-
ing detector 1, the position coordinate obtaining module
2, the handwriting track generating module 3, the identi-
fying module 4, and the displaying module 5 that are pro-
vided in the first embodiment of the electronic apparatus,
and further includes a determining module 6.
[0034] The determining module 6 is configured to de-
termine whether a time interval that the position coordi-
nate obtaining module 2 does not obtain position coor-
dinates of a handwriting apparatus in a virtual handwriting
area reaches a preset threshold, and if yes, determine
that the current handwriting input ends and notify the
handwriting track generating module 3 to obtain a hand-
writing track of an entire handwriting input process; or
configured to determine whether a key-pressing opera-
tion indicating that the handwriting input ends is received,
and if yes, determine that the current handwriting input
ends and notify the handwriting track generating module
to obtain a handwriting track of an entire handwriting input
process.
[0035] Specifically, when a user stops performing writ-
ing or lifts a handwriting apparatus, such as a pen or a
finger, in the virtual writing area, an optical sensor 21 in
the position coordinate obtaining module 2 cannot obtain
a reflected infrared ray, so that the position coordinate
obtaining module 2 cannot obtain position coordinates
of the writing apparatus in the virtual handwriting area.
When the time interval that the position coordinate ob-
taining module 2 does not obtain the position coordinates
of the handwriting apparatus in the virtual handwriting
area reaches 3s, the determining module 6 connected
to the position coordinate obtaining module 2 may deter-
mine that the user lifts the pen and the current handwriting
input ends, and may notify the handwriting track gener-
ating module 3 connected to the determining module 6
to obtain the handwriting track of the entire handwriting
input process.
[0036] Further, as shown in FIG. 3, the electronic ap-
paratus may further include:

A color light 7 is configured to display an effective
range of the virtual handwriting area by giving off
light. A function of the color light lies in that, a lighting
color can be adjusted according to a user require-
ment, so that a virtual handwriting area covered by
the infrared ray can be displayed to the user in color
required by the user. Reference is made to FIG. 4
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for a specific effect. FIG. 4 is a schematic diagram
of a using effect that the electronic apparatus shown
in FIG. 3 is applied in a mobile phone. There may be
multiple color lights 7, which may be located in the
same position as the distance-measuring detector 1
correspondingly.

[0037] In addition, the position coordinate obtaining
module 2, the handwriting track generating module 3,
and the identifying module 4 may be built in a digital
processing chip, and the digital processing chip process-
es various data to realize a corresponding function.
[0038] According to the description of the foregoing
embodiment, the present invention has the following ben-
eficial effects.
[0039] A distance-measuring detector obtains a value
of a distance between the distance-measuring detector
and a writing apparatus, such as a user’s finger or a hand-
writing pen, in a virtual handwriting area through detec-
tion; position coordinates of the handwriting apparatus
in the virtual handwriting area are obtained through cal-
culation according to the value of the distance and a
handwriting track is obtained; and a character corre-
sponding to the handwriting track is identified to obtain
a character input by the user for this time in the virtual
handwriting area, so that handwriting input is realized
conveniently and simply. Meanwhile, a distance-meas-
uring detector with a low cost is used to replace a touch
screen that is made of dedicated materials through a
complicate technique to realize the virtual handwriting
area, so that an implementation manner of the virtual
handwriting area is simpler, thereby further saving a cost.
In addition, an effective virtual handwriting area may fur-
ther be displayed to the user by using a color light with
adjustable color, so that the user performs handwriting
input better, and furthermore, an individualized require-
ment of the user is satisfied.
[0040] The following describes a method for realizing
virtual handwriting input according to the present inven-
tion in detail.
[0041] FIG. 5 is a flowchart of a method for realizing
virtual handwriting input according to a first embodiment
of the present invention. The method specifically in-
cludes:

S501: An electronic apparatus obtains position co-
ordinates of a handwriting apparatus in a virtual
handwriting area through monitoring in a real-time
manner, where the virtual handwriting area is an area
in which a distance-measuring detector in the elec-
tronic apparatus may perform effective distance
measurement.

[0042] Specifically, the distance-measuring detector is
configured to detect a value of a distance from an object
within a certain range, such as a finger or a pen serving
as a handwriting apparatus, to the distance-measuring
detector. The detecting range may be a three-dimension-

al area, and may also be a two-dimensional plane area.
In this embodiment, a two-dimensional plane area is tak-
en as an example for description, that is, the two-dimen-
sional plane area is a virtual handwriting area.
[0043] When a user uses a handwriting apparatus to
enter the area and move in the virtual handwriting area,
the distance-measuring detector is capable of obtaining
a value of a distance from the handwriting apparatus to
the distance-measuring detector in the virtual handwrit-
ing area through detection in a real-time manner. The
distance-measuring detector may include a first dis-
tance-measuring detector and a second distance-meas-
uring detector, which are located in different positions for
detecting a value of a distance, so that position coordi-
nates of the handwriting apparatus in the virtual hand-
writing area are obtained through calculation subse-
quently.
[0044] The first distance-measuring detector and the
second distance-measuring detector may be disposed
on the right side of a mobile phone, and the virtual hand-
writing area is a range area in which the first distance-
measuring detector and the second distance-measuring
detector may perform effective distance detection in a
two-dimensional plane where the mobile phone plane is
located. Definitely, the first distance-measuring detector
and the second distance-measuring detector may also
be disposed at other positions of the mobile phone, but
it is required that the first distance-measuring detector
and the second distance-measuring detector can both
detect a value of a distance of the handwriting apparatus
at the same time.
[0045] The first distance-measuring detector detects a
distance between the first distance-measuring detector
and the handwriting apparatus in the virtual handwriting
area to obtain a first distance value; the second distance-
measuring detector detects a distance between the sec-
ond distance-measuring detector and the handwriting
apparatus in the virtual handwriting area to obtain a sec-
ond distance value; and in S501, the position coordinates
of the handwriting apparatus in the virtual handwriting
area may be obtained through calculation according to
the first distance value, the second distance value, and
a preset value of a distance between the first distance-
measuring detector and the second distance-measuring
detector, and in combination with a related triangle cal-
culation formula.
[0046] In addition, a color light illumination manner may
also be set to display the virtual handwriting area to a
user, so that it is convenient for the user to perform writ-
ing.

Step 502: Obtain a track formed by the position co-
ordinates, and obtain a handwriting track of an entire
handwriting input process when it is detected that
the current handwriting input ends.

[0047] Specifically, in S502, continuous position coor-
dinates obtained in S501 may be connected to generate,
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in a real-time manner, a track written by a user through
the handwriting apparatus. When new position coordi-
nates cannot be detected, which results in discontinuity
of position coordinates, for example, after the user fin-
ishes a first stroke of a certain character and starts to
write a next stroke of the character, a track that has al-
ready been generated is recorded; and when continuous
position coordinates are obtained again, a track that has
already been generated is recorded again until the hand-
writing input for this time ends. After it is determined that
the input for this time ends, one or multiple tracks record-
ed in S502 form a handwriting track of the handwriting
input for this time.
[0048] The step for obtaining the handwriting track in
the entire handwriting input process may also be: When
a preset time interval such as 0.1s arrives, all position
coordinates obtained within the 0.1s may be connected
to generate a handwriting track written by a user by using
the handwriting apparatus within the 0.1s, and the track
within the 0.1s may be synchronously displayed by using
a display of a device such as a mobile phone. When the
user continuously moves the handwriting apparatus to
perform writing, tracks in multiple time intervals of 0.1s
are continued to be generated according to position co-
ordinates obtained in a real-time manner, and the tracks
may be continuously displayed by using a display of a
device such as a mobile phone to the user for check until
it is detected that the current handwriting input ends. The
tracks within the plurality of time intervals (such as 0.1s)
obtained and displayed after the handwriting input ends
are combined to form a handwriting track of the hand-
writing for this time.
[0049] The step for obtaining the handwriting track in
the entire handwriting input process may also be: A first
time threshold and a second time threshold are preset,
where the second time threshold is greater than the first
time threshold; multiple obtained position coordinates
are connected to real-timely generate and record a hand-
writing track written by a user by using the handwriting
apparatus. When a time interval from a moment that po-
sition coordinates cannot be obtained to a moment that
new position coordinates are obtained does not reach
the first time threshold, a track is continued to be gener-
ated and recorded; and when the time interval from the
moment that the position coordinates cannot be obtained
to the moment that new position coordinates are obtained
reaches the second time threshold, it is determined that
the handwriting input ends. One or multiple recorded
tracks form a handwriting track.
[0050] Manners for detecting and determining whether
the handwriting for this time ends in S502 are multiple.
For example, when it is detected that the position coor-
dinate obtaining module 2 cannot continuously obtain po-
sition coordinates of the handwriting apparatus in the vir-
tual handwriting area for 3s, it may be determined that
the handwriting ends; or for example, when the user has
determined, through an operation such as key-pressing,
that the handwriting input for this time ends, it may be

determined that the handwriting ends.

Step 503: Identify a character corresponding to the
obtained handwriting track and display the identified
character.

[0051] Specifically, after an entire handwriting track is
obtained in S502, the entire handwriting track may be
obtained in S503 by using an existing character identify-
ing algorithm; or a locally stored character data base is
searched, through the handwriting track, for a character
matching the handwriting track, and the character is used
as the character corresponding to the handwriting track.
[0052] In S503, a character corresponding to the hand-
writing track may be accurately identified and obtained,
and the character is used as a character written by the
user for this time, and the character is displayed through
a displaying module in a corresponding position, for ex-
ample, in a text message. Definitely, in S503, a related-
identification manner may also be used to identify multi-
ple characters that match and are related to the hand-
writing track, then the plurality of characters are displayed
by the displaying module in a character displaying area
for the user to select a required character, and at last,
the displaying module displays the character selected by
the user in a corresponding position, for example, in a
text message.
[0053] Implementation of the embodiment of the
present invention has the following beneficial effects.
[0054] A distance-measuring detector obtains a value
of a distance between the distance-measuring detector
and a writing apparatus, such as a user’s finger or a hand-
writing pen, in a virtual handwriting area through detec-
tion, position coordinates of the handwriting apparatus
in the virtual handwriting area are obtained through cal-
culation according to the value of the distance and a
handwriting track is obtained; and a character corre-
sponding to the handwriting track is identified to obtain
a character input by the user for this time in the virtual
handwriting area, so that handwriting input is realized
conveniently and simply. Meanwhile, a distance-meas-
uring detector with a low cost is used to replace a touch
screen that is made of dedicated materials through a
complicate technique to realize the virtual handwriting
area, so that an implementation manner of the virtual
handwriting area is simpler, thereby further saving a cost.
[0055] FIG. 6 is a flowchart of a method for realizing
virtual handwriting input according to a second embodi-
ment of the present invention. The method specifically
includes:

S601: An electronic apparatus uses a color light to
give off light so as to display an effective range of
the virtual handwriting area.

[0056] In this embodiment, a distance-measuring de-
tector of the electronic apparatus is disposed on the right
side of a mobile phone, and the color light is disposed
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on the same side as the distance-measuring detector,
so that an effective range of a virtual handwriting area is
displayed to a user.
[0057] In this step, a virtual handwriting area formed
by coverage of the distance-measuring detector may be
displayed to a user, so that the user obviously knows an
effective range of the virtual handwriting area. A lighting
color of the color light is adjustable, so that the user may
adjust the lighting color of the color light as required to
realize an individualized virtual handwriting area.

S602: Obtain position coordinates of a handwriting
apparatus in the virtual handwriting area through
monitoring in a real-time manner, where the virtual
handwriting area is an area in which the distance-
measuring detector in the electronic apparatus may
perform effective distance measurement.

[0058] The distance-measuring detector in the elec-
tronic apparatus includes a first distance-measuring de-
tector and a second distance-measuring detector. S602
may specifically include:

the first distance-measuring detector detects a dis-
tance between the first distance-measuring detector
and the handwriting apparatus in the virtual hand-
writing area to obtain a first distance value;
the second distance-measuring detector detects a
distance between the second distance-measuring
detector and the handwriting apparatus in the virtual
handwriting area to obtain a second distance value;
and
the position coordinates of the handwriting appara-
tus in the virtual handwriting area are obtained
through calculation according to the first distance
value, the second distance value, and a preset value
of a distance between the first distance-measuring
detector and the second distance-measuring detec-
tor.

S603: Obtain a track formed by the position coordi-
nates, and obtain a handwriting track of an entire
handwriting input process when it is detected that
the current handwriting input ends.

[0059] Manner for detecting whether the current hand-
writing input ends may specifically include:

determining whether a time interval that position co-
ordinates of the handwriting apparatus in the virtual
handwriting area are not obtained reaches a preset
threshold, if yes, determining that the current hand-
writing input ends; otherwise, continuing to obtain a
track formed by the position coordinates; or
determining whether a key-pressing operation indi-
cating that the handwriting input ends is received,
and if yes, determining that the current handwriting
input ends; otherwise, continuing to obtain a track

formed by the position coordinates.

S604: Identify a character corresponding to the ob-
tained handwriting track and display the identified
character.

[0060] The identified and obtained character corre-
sponding to the handwriting track may include one or
multiple. The one or multiple identified characters that
are displayed are used for a user to select and determine
a character of the handwriting input for this time.
[0061] Implementation of the embodiment of the
present invention has the following beneficial effects.
[0062] A distance-measuring detector obtains a value
of a distance between the distance-measuring detector
and a writing apparatus, such as a user’s finger or a hand-
writing pen, in a virtual handwriting area through detec-
tion, position coordinates of the handwriting apparatus
in the virtual handwriting area are obtained through cal-
culation according to the value of the distance and a
handwriting track is obtained; and a character corre-
sponding to the handwriting track is identified to obtain
a character input by the user for this time in the virtual
handwriting area, so that handwriting input is realized
conveniently and simply. Meanwhile, a distance-meas-
uring detector with a low cost is used to replace a touch
screen that is made of dedicated materials through a
complicate technique to realize the virtual handwriting
area, so that an implementation manner of the virtual
handwriting area is simpler, thereby further saving a cost.
In addition, an effective virtual handwriting area may fur-
ther be displayed to the user by using a color light with
adjustable color, so that the user performs handwriting
input better, and furthermore, an individualized require-
ment of the user is satisfied.
[0063] Persons of ordinary skill in the art may under-
stand that all or a part of the procedures of the methods
in the foregoing embodiments may be implemented by
a computer program instructing relevant hardware. The
program may be stored in a computer readable storage
medium. When the program is run, the procedures of the
methods in the foregoing embodiments are performed.
The storage medium may be a magnetic disk, an optical
disk, a read-only memory (Read-Only Memory, ROM), a
random access memory (Random Access Memory,
RAM), or the like.
[0064] The foregoing disclosed are only exemplary
embodiments of the present invention, but are not intend-
ed to limit the scope of the claims of the present invention.
Therefore, equivalent variations made according to the
claims of the present invention shall fall within the scope
covered by the present invention.

Claims

1. A method for realizing virtual handwriting input, com-
prising:
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obtaining, by an electronic apparatus, position
coordinates of a handwriting apparatus in a vir-
tual handwriting area through monitoring in a re-
al-time manner, wherein the virtual handwriting
area is an area in which a distance-measuring
detector in the electronic apparatus may per-
form effective distance measurement;
obtaining a track formed by the position coordi-
nates, and obtaining a handwriting track of an
entire handwriting input process when it is de-
tected that the current handwriting input ends;
and
identifying a character corresponding to the ob-
tained handwriting track and displaying the iden-
tified character.

2. The method according to claim 1, wherein the dis-
tance-measuring detector in the electronic appara-
tus comprises a first distance-measuring detector
and a second distance-measuring detector, and the
step of the obtaining, by an electronic apparatus, po-
sition coordinates of a handwriting apparatus in a
virtual handwriting area through monitoring in a real-
time manner, specifically comprises:

detecting, by the first distance-measuring detec-
tor, a distance between the first distance-meas-
uring detector and the handwriting apparatus in
the virtual handwriting area to obtain a first dis-
tance value;
detecting, by the second distance-measuring
detector, a distance between the second dis-
tance-measuring detector and the handwriting
apparatus in the virtual handwriting area to ob-
tain a second distance value; and
obtaining the position coordinates of the hand-
writing apparatus in the virtual handwriting area
through calculation according to the first dis-
tance value, the second distance value, and a
value of a distance between the first distance-
measuring detector and the second distance-
measuring detector.

3. The method according to claim 2, wherein in the step
of the obtaining a track formed by the position coor-
dinates, and obtaining a handwriting track of an en-
tire handwriting input process when it is detected that
the current handwriting input ends, a specific step of
detecting whether the current handwriting input ends
specifically comprises:

determining whether a time interval that position
coordinates of the handwriting apparatus in the
virtual handwriting area are not obtained reach-
es a preset threshold, and if yes, determining
that the current handwriting input ends; or
determining whether a key-pressing operation
indicating that the handwriting input ends is re-

ceived, and if yes, determining that the current
handwriting input ends.

4. The method according to any one of claims 1 to 3,
before the step of the monitoring the position coor-
dinates of the handwriting apparatus in the virtual
handwriting area in a real-time manner, further com-
prising:

displaying an effective range of the virtual hand-
writing area by giving off light through a color
light.

5. The method according to claim 4, wherein the iden-
tified and obtained character corresponding to the
handwriting track includes one or multiple, and the
one or multiple identified characters that are dis-
played are used for a user to select and determine
a character of the handwriting input for this time.

6. An electronic apparatus capable of realizing virtual
handwriting input, comprising:

a distance-measuring detector, configured to
detect a value of a distance between a hand-
writing apparatus and the distance-measuring
detector;
a position coordinate obtaining module, config-
ured to obtain position coordinates of the hand-
writing apparatus in a virtual handwriting area
through calculation according to the value of the
distance, wherein the virtual handwriting area is
an area in which the distance-measuring detec-
tor may perform effective distance measure-
ment;
a handwriting track generating module, config-
ured to obtain a track formed by the position co-
ordinates obtained by the position coordinate
obtaining module, and obtain a handwriting
track of an entire handwriting input process
when it is detected that the current handwriting
input ends;
an identifying module, configured to identify a
character corresponding to the handwriting
track obtained by the handwriting track gener-
ating module; and
a displaying module, configured to display the
character identified by the identifying module.

7. The electronic apparatus according to claim 6,
wherein the distance-measuring detector comprises
a first distance-measuring detector and a second dis-
tance-measuring detector;
the first distance-measuring detector detects a dis-
tance between the first distance-measuring detector
and the handwriting apparatus in the virtual hand-
writing area to obtain a first distance value;
the second distance-measuring detector detects a
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distance between the second distance-measuring
detector and the handwriting apparatus in the virtual
handwriting area to obtain a second distance value;
and
the handwriting track generating module obtains the
position coordinates of the handwriting apparatus in
the virtual handwriting area through calculation ac-
cording to the first distance value, the second dis-
tance value, and a value of a distance between the
first distance-measuring detector and the second
distance-measuring detector.

8. The electronic apparatus according to claim 7, fur-
ther comprising:

a determining module, configured to determine
whether a time interval that the position coordi-
nate obtaining module does not obtain position
coordinates of the handwriting apparatus in the
virtual handwriting area reaches a preset thresh-
old, and if yes, determine that the current hand-
writing input ends and notify the handwriting
track generating module to obtain the handwrit-
ing track of the entire handwriting input process;
or
configured to determine whether a key-pressing
operation indicating that the handwriting input
ends is received, and if yes, determine that the
current handwriting input ends and notify the
handwriting track generating module to obtain
the handwriting track of the entire handwriting
input process.

9. The electronic apparatus according to any one of
claims 6 to 8, further comprising:

a color light, configured to display an effective
range of the virtual handwriting area by giving
off light.

10. The electronic apparatus according to claim 9,
wherein:

the character identified and obtained by the
identifying module and corresponding to the
handwriting track includes one or multiple, and
the one or multiple identified characters dis-
played by the displaying module are used for a
user to determine and select a character of the
handwriting input for this time.
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